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Visions Holiday Group Portfolio

AFRICA - VISIONS OF AFRICA
01444 225640 visionsofafrica.co.uk

Welcome to the Greek Islands

Africa

visions of

Visions of Africa is a specialist tour operator offering high quality, tailor-made holidays to
Southern and Eastern Africa. Our enthusiastic team of experts offer an exceptional
personal service. Imagine uncompromising elegance on The Blue Train, gorilla trekking in
Uganda, sun rise over the sand dunes in Namibia, wildebeest migration in Kenya or Tanzania
or flying over the Okavango Delta. Visions of Africa is dedicated to delivering the perfect
African experience to you.

South Africa Tanzania Zambia Botswana Namibia
Kenya
Mozambique Malawi Zanzibar

The Greek Islands are so varied in character and uniqueness that within the sparkling blue
waters of the Aegean everyone is sure to find the perfect holiday.
Islands of Greece has been arranging holidays to Greece for over 30 years and was the first
Greek travel company to fly to the island of Skiathos. Over the intervening years we have
built up a wealth of knowledge and experience and have added many more islands to our
portfolio. These include the islands of:

ILIOS PRIVATE COLLECTION - TURKEY
01444 225633 iliostravel.com
We are delighted to announce the launch of our Private Collection of amazing villas and
boutique hotels in the beautiful areas of Kalkan, Islamlar and Bozburun. Our houses are in the
very best locations – some directly on the Kalkan waterfront others tucked away in mountain
villages – all of them have a uniqueness and breathtaking views.

ILIOS TRAVEL

Skiathos, Skopelos, Alonissos, Corfu, Paxos, Kefalonia, Crete, Santorini, Mykonos and Samos
as well as the smaller or lesser known islands of Ithaca, Meganissi, Lefkas, Ios, Folegandros,
Paros, Milos, Naxos, Amorgos, Hydra, Poros, Spetses, Sifnos, Serifos, Symi, Evia, Fourni, Kea,
Schinoussa, Syros, Andros, Tinos, Sikinos, Astypalaia, Patmos, Ikaria, Kithira and Koufonisia.

Private Collection
TURKEY

We are happy to organise your island-hopping adventure that can be combined with a stay
on one of the larger islands or on mainland Greece or with a tour of some of the famous
historical sites.

TURKEY - ILIOS TRAVEL
01444 225633 iliostravel.com

Tell us what you are looking for and we can recommend destinations, resorts and
accommodation to suit. We pride ourselves on our ability to ensure that your choice is the
correct one, thereby providing a holiday experience to match your expectations.
Thank you for choosing Islands of Greece for your holiday.
Bodrum Peninsula
I L I O S

Turkey

Datça

Akyaka

T R A V E L

In addition to the properties featured in our Ilios ‘Private Collection’ brochure we also offer
holidays to the Bodrum and Datça peninsulas. All the villas in our ‘Turkish Collection’ are
private, detached houses with swimming pools - often lavish and always stylish. As well as
those suited to couples and families we have a number which are ideal for groups of up to
18 people. Luxury and boutique hotels in coastal locations complete our ‘Turkish
Collection’.

ITALY - ILIOS TRAVEL
01444 225633 iliostravel.com

Italy

Ilios Travel has been providing holiday villas to discerning travellers for over 30 years. Our
‘Italian Collection’ includes beautiful, privately owned country houses and charming cottages,
all with swimming pools, in Tuscany, Umbria, Lazio, Le Marche, Abruzzo, Sardinia
and Sicily.

Tuscany Umbria Lazio Le Marche Abruzzo

I L I O S

RESERVATIONS 01444 225641
www.islands-of-greece.co.uk

T R A V E L

www.islands-of-greece.co.uk
01444 225641
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Skiathos
SPORADES

Skiathos was the first island we visited over 30 years ago and was then virtually unknown but it remains one of our
favourites and clearly many of our guests agree as they return year after year. Skiathos is the
perfect island for beach lovers - the south coast offers a never ending succession
of beautiful sandy beaches culminating in renowned Koukounaries.
The interior of the island is incredibly lush and green, covered with olive
trees and pine forests and there are some delightfully scenic walks
taking you to hidden churches, panoramic viewpoints and secluded
beaches. The monasteries of Evangelistria, Kounistria and the
ruins of the former capital of Kastro can all be visited by car.

RUINS OF KASTRO
LALARIA

EVANGELLISTA
KECHRIA
ASELINOS
AIRPORT

MANDRAKI

When the sun goes down Skiathos really comes into
its own, the town itself is a picturesque jumble of red
roofed houses overlooking two sheltered harbours the old port has a fleet of small excursion boats, water
taxis and colourful fishing boats, while the new port is a
bustle of yachts and ferries. The main street is named after
the famous writer Alexander Papadiamantis and is cobbled and traffic-free
with a variety of shops and tavernas. Quite simply Skiathos has something for everyone.
KOUNISTRA

AG. ANTONIOS

AG. ELENI

BANANA BEACH

KOUKOUNARIES
BEACH

TROULOS

KOLIOS

SKIATHOS
TOWN
MEGALI
AMMOS
ACHLADIAS
TZANERI

KANAPITSA

AG. PARASKEVI
VROMOLIMNOS

RIGAS

KOUTSOURI

KALAMAKI
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TSOUGRIA
TSOUGRIAKI

Skiathos

Aries Villas
Kalivia, Skiathos Town
Sleeps 2/9

Aries Villas are just five minutes drive away from the port and a selection of stunning
sandy beaches. The three villas named Sagittarius, Capricorn and Leo have been
decorated by leading interior designers. They ooze comfort and luxury and each villa has
been tastefully decorated with high quality furniture, hand-made works of art and
sumptuous king-sized beds with extensive outdoor sofas and rattan loungers overlooking
the deep blue sea.
The villas are separated from each other in such a way that keeps privacy and exclusivity
intact. The owner can arrange a chef or a sail boat excursion around the island or to the
neighbouring islands of Skopelos and Alonissos - so sit back and enjoy the exclusive VIP
experience!

www.islands-of-greece.co.uk
01444 225641
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Skiathos
SPORADES
Hidden away on the hillside and just a 10 minute drive from Skiathos Town in an area known
as Profitas Ilias, the five Zakaroula Villas offer breathtaking views over the whitewashed
houses of Skiathos Town and out to the islands of Argos, Maragos, Tsougri and Tsougriaki.

Zakaroula Villas
Skiathos Town
Sleeps 2/5

Each villa is set apart on stepped terraces surrounded by olive trees to ensure privacy.
Each is furnished in a modern contemporary style and opens out on to a large terrace
with lawn, an outdoor dining area and a private pool (some of which are infinity style).

Due to its elevated position in Sklithri, close to Achladies beach, Villa Bougainvillea has
outstanding views over the forested hills and out to sea. There are several sandy beaches
within a short drive. Built and decorated in a traditional way, the accommodation
consists of the main villa and a self contained studio which share an infinity style
swimming pool, perfect for families and friends travelling together.
Car hire is essential due to the steep approach. Local amenities are within a 5 minute drive.
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Villa Bougainvillea
Achladies
Sleeps 6

Skiathos

Aegean Suites
Megali Ammos
Sleeps 2/4

The Aegean Suites is a small hotel with 20 exclusive suites which are stylishly furnished
and combine traditional architecture with contemporary luxury.
Fine dining is a feature at the Aegean Suites; light lunches are served at the Karavia poolside
restaurant, whilst the gourmet Pelagos terrace restaurant offers a la carte cuisine,
although if you prefer you can dine by candlelight in the privacy of your own terrace.
Set into the hillside along the long sandy beach of Megali Ammos, with its tavernas,
watersports, boat hire and beach umbrellas, the hotel looks out across the water
towards the scattered offshore islands of Skiathos. Despite its beachside location the
hotel is only 1½ kilometres from town, a pleasant stroll partly along the beach.

www.islands-of-greece.co.uk
01444 225641
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Skopelos
SPORADES

Skopelos, the second largest island in the Sporades chain, is
staggeringly beautiful with lush pine covered mountains
sweeping down to sheltered beaches and coves. On the
lower slopes dense pine tree forests give way to olive
groves and the famous plum orchards, which for centuries
were the source of the islands prosperity.

AG. IONNIS
GLOSSA
LOUTRAKI

Skopelos Town has one of the most dramatic approaches in
the Aegean. Seven white churches cascade down the hillside
to the harbour wall and the town itself, a maze of picturesque
streets, has retained a very traditional character, with grey
Pelion slate roofs, overhanging wooden balconies filled with
flowers and a tiny church around every corner. The town itself
is a maze of picturesque streets and alleys filled with artisan
shops. In the evenings the tree-lined waterfront comes to life as
people gather for a relaxing drink in the many bustling tavernas and cafés.

KLIMA

SKOPELOS
TOWN

MILIA
PANORMOS

PEFKIAS
LIMNONARI AGNONDAS

VELANIO
STAFILOS

The coastline, with its rugged cliffs and fjord-like bays bordered by lush pine forest, is equally spectacular. Shorelines
of dazzling white shingle or pebble are lapped by crystal clear water, shading from the most delicate hint of
turquoise to a profound inky blue. The swimming and snorkelling are truly outstanding.
We recommend hiring a small boat to explore the stunning coastline.
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Skopelos
Psarrianos Beach
Apartments
Panormos
Sleeps 2/4

Villa Eleonas
Skopelos Town
Sleeps 8/9

Psarrianos Beach Apartments are located in a superb position right beside Panormos
Beach. There are six apartments and each one has been decorated in a traditional village
style. The west facing beach enjoys magnificent sunset views.
The village of Panormos has a selection of cafés, restaurants and tavernas, some with
tables right on the beach making this an idyllic spot for lunch or dinner.

Villa Eleonas is a lovely stone building hidden away in an olive grove just 300 metres from
the seafront road that skirts the harbour. The main house and surrounding walls are
built in local stone and the turquoise shutters are the colours of ancient Greece. The
convenience to Skopelos Town makes Villa Eleonas especially suitable for those not
wanting to spend much time in the car.

www.islands-of-greece.co.uk
01444 225641
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Skopelos
SPORADES

The Blue Green Bay hotel is located right beside the beach in the picturesque bay of
Panormos. Surrounded by lush green hillsides and dramatic blue sea this is a real oasis
for rest and relaxation.
The hotel has a pool bar that serves cool refreshing cocktails. The 'Mojito' restaurant
and bar serves lunch, dinner or snacks.
Choose between taking a dip in the impressive, large swimming pool or the crystal clear
sea, which is ideal for snorkelling. Boat hire is available here, enabling guests to explore
the nearby coastline.
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Blue Green Bay
Hotel
Panormos
Sleeps 2/5

Skopelos
Michaels Country
Cottage
Stafilos
Sleeps 2/3

On the hilltop above Stafilos Bay, Michaels Country Cottage is the perfect choice for
couples searching for a peaceful romantic holiday. Private and secluded but not too far
from civilisation the quaint 110 year old house has a lovely pool area set within the
gardens.
A small path starting behind the cottage leads to the bus stop on the main road to
Skopelos Town. Whilst a car is not essential we do recommend it for this property.

Adrina Resort & Spa
Panormos
Sleeps 2/6

The Adrina Resort & Spa is an elegant family owned luxury resort and spa. It is easy to
while away the day overlooking the glimmering Aegean Sea. It has been uniquely designed
to encapsulate the surrounding sea and forest.
The rooms and villas are of neutral décor with light wood giving a sense of airiness. The
restaurant serves excellent specialities and overlooks the inviting pool and beautiful bay
of Panormos.

www.islands-of-greece.co.uk
01444 225641
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Alonissos
SPORADES

Alonissos is a tiny gem in the Aegean. It is a green, fertile island with only one town
and three villages. You will arrive at the port of Patitiri, the capital of the island,
situated in an idyllic bay sheltered by cliffs and rock formations. The peaceful
atmosphere is apparent as soon as you step ashore from the ferry. Tavernas line
the waterfront and serve some of the best food in the Sporades. High above
Patitiri, the hilltop Old Town is a maze of narrow alleys, stepped streets
and bougainvillea bedecked houses, with here and there a tiny taverna.
AG. DIMITRIOS

The island has countless delightful coves and bays, most of them
shingle or pebble. The seas around Alonissos are crystal clear,
wonderful for swimming and snorkelling and there are
regular boat trips to explore “the Deserted Islands” of
the protected Marine Park.
Halfway down the east coast, in a stunning location
opposite Peristera island, is Steni Vala, a quaint and
colourful fishing village on a sheltered inlet, famed for
its fish tavernas; beyond lies the glorious beach of Aghios
Dimitrios, a long pebble spit extending out towards Peristera.
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KALAMAKIA
STENI VALA
AGIOS PETROS

KOKINOKASTRO
YALIA
ALONISSOS
OLD VILLAGE
MEGALOS
MOURTIAS

CHRISI MILIA
MILIA
VOTSI
ROUSOUM YIALOS
PATITIRI
AKROTIRIO
MARPOUNDA

Alonissos
4 Epoches
Steni Vala
Sleeps 2/4

The stylish 4 Epoches hotel is situated in the lovely village of Steni Vala. The property is
set amidst the olive groves, just 300 metres from Glyfa Beach and a few minutes walk to
the harbour side tavernas that are well known for serving amazing fresh fish.
Close by is the natural marine park where boat trips can be taken, swimming with
dolphins is possible and the beautiful monk seals are often seen in their natural habitat.

Hotel Yalis
Votsi Bay
Sleeps 2/4

This superb boutique hotel is built on the cliffside directly above the sea. The Yalis Hotel
combines all that is required to make a holiday special, all the rooms have spectacular sea
views.
The hotel is located 1½ kilometres from the main harbour at Patitiri and 500 metres
from the pretty seaside village of Votsi, with its shingle beach and clear water which is
great for snorkelling and has traditional tavernas and a mini market. This is a perfect hotel
for couples and families alike.

www.islands-of-greece.co.uk
01444 225641
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Crete

AG. APOSTOLI



Tucked away in the deep south of the
Aegean, Crete is the largest of the
Greek islands, steeped in Homeric
history and legend. It is a richly
varied island with an ever-changing
landscape of rugged mountains, deep
ravines, fertile plains and a long
golden coastline of sandy beaches.

PLATANIAS

CHANIA VAMOS

PANORMOS BALI
LIGARI
RETHYMNON
MELIDONI
PLATANES
GIORGIOUPOLIS
HERAKLION
GALLOS AG. TRIADA

HERSONISSOS
STALIDA

Zakros 

 Gournia

AGIA GALINI
KALAMAKI

ELOUNDA
AG. NIKOLAOS

RODAKINO


 Gortys

Phaestos

IERAPETRA

MAKRIS GIALOS

The history of the island is reflected in its
buildings: the superb Minoan palace of Knossos, the
archaeological sites of Phaestos, Gortys and Agia Triada, the
grand Venetian harbours of Chania, Rethymnon and Heraklion. Virtually a country in its own right, many of its
residents view themselves as Cretan first and Greek second giving the island a rich and distinct character.
For the beach lover there is a huge choice of beautiful sandy beaches, some offering a wide range of water sports
whilst others are so far off the beaten track few visitors discover them. For sightseers there are spectacular drives,
both across the rugged interior, where every twist in the road reveals a new vista, or along the breathtaking and
constantly changing southern coastline.
The hospitality of the Cretans is renowned and the cuisine is a delight for all senses. Taste real flavoursome food,
from wild stamnagathi picked from the lush green mountains to staka roux, visit local vineyards and sample the
incredible wine. Walk through ancient orange groves, smelling the sweet aroma with wild oregano and thyme that
line the path, then dance the local steps to the intoxicating rhythm of the bouzouki.
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Crete
Casa Delfino Suites
Chania
Sleeps 2/4
Casa Delfino Suites are located within the
Venetian walls of the old town of Chania, just a
short walk from the picturesque harbour. This is
a genuine 17th century Venetian mansion which
has been carefully and attractively restored as an
exclusive luxury hotel and is the perfect spot
from which to explore western Crete. Famous
for its large private courtyard and beautifully
manicured trees and flowers, Casa Delfino
provides an oasis of calm amidst the hustle and
bustle of town.
The spectacular roof terrace has panoramic
views of the sea, the harbour, the majestic White
Mountains and the narrow streets of the old
town and is a fantastic place to watch the
sunsets. Casa Delfino Suites will appeal to
couples seeking a comfortable and refined haven
in the heart of what many consider to be Crete’s
most attractive and exciting town.

www.islands-of-greece.co.uk
01444 225641
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Crete

Situated on the peninsula of land between Chania and Rethymnon is the village of Vamos,
which offers the opportunity to sample authentic Crete.
These charming guesthouses and cottages have been sympathetically restored and
renovated and now offer an excellent standard of accommodation in a variety of
locations around Vamos. Historic buildings have been converted into a café and a local
handicraft shop. The village tavernas serve local delicious traditional Cretan recipes.
There are several walking routes in the area and it’s a real chance to sample an almost
forgotten way of life.
This is an excellent location to enjoy nearby beaches and explore Chania, Rethymnon and
many interesting villages all within an hour’s drive.
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Vamos Traditional
Guesthouses &
Cottages
Vamos
Sleeps 2/7

Crete

Divine Villas
Athena &
Poseidon

Villas Athena and Poseidon are part of a luxurious estate of 8 individual four bedroom
villas, designed to offer stylish accommodation in a wonderful seafront location. There
are 4 sea view villas and 4 sea front villas that all have use of the estate’s tennis court.

Tersanas
Sleeps 2/8

The villas have an open plan design of kitchen, living and dining room with large glass
doors and windows allowing plenty of light and giving a real feeling of space. Each has a
large swimming pool complimented by extensive terraces with lovely views to the
Aegean Sea.
The local beach of Tersanas is a 10 minute walk away. Tersanas Cove has a sandy beach
with crystal clear waters and a lovely beachside taverna.

www.islands-of-greece.co.uk
01444 225641
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Crete

La Meriana was an abandoned settlement in the foothills of the mountains just 3
kilometres inland from the pretty seaside town of Panormos.
The property has been fully restored whilst retaining the harmony and style of the
original building. Rooms are bright with neutral tones and contain bare stone feature
walls offering complete comfort with beautiful furniture. Some offer private jacuzzi or
pool. The surrounding countryside creates a wonderful feeling of calm and peacefulness.
There is a large communal pool and a vegetable garden with fragrant herbs that guests
are welcome to use.
There is also a large kitchen and terrace where guests can learn to make traditional
Cretan dishes.
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La Meriana
Panormos
Sleeps 2/8

Crete
Phaestias Villas
Kalamaki
Sleeps 2/6

Phaestias Villas are five independent, traditional residences. Located in the village of
Kalamaki, the villas are built at the foot of a hill and have amazing views of the mountains
and the sea and the sunsets are stunning.
The villas have been built, furnished and decorated in traditional Cretan style. Each has
a well-tended garden and a private swimming pool with hydro-massage.
The largest sandy beach in Southern Crete is one kilometre away, so car hire is essential
for holidays to these villas.

Rimondi Boutique
Hotel

The Rimondi Boutique Hotel is the pinnacle of elegance in the vibrant heart of the
Venetian quarter of Rethymnon. It combines tradition with contemporary comfort.

Rethymnon
Sleeps 2/3

The hotel comprises two beautiful buildings each with magnificent tranquil courtyard and
romantic styled swimming pool surrounded by stone walls yet still in close proximity to
the markets, historic Rethymnon and the picturesque harbour with its neighbouring
sandy beach.

www.islands-of-greece.co.uk
01444 225641
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Corfu & Paxos
IONIAN

The emerald island of Corfu nestles off the west coast of
the Greek mainland. The island is 36 miles long and at its
widest part, in the north, is 15 miles wide. Corfu remains
one of the greenest of the Mediterranean islands with over
3 million evergreen olive trees. The diverse coastline offers
beaches that range from glorious golden sands to enchanting
white-pebbled coves. Inland, the scenery is spectacular and there
are an abundance of charming traditional villages where you still
encounter the gloriously lazy pace of life that Greece is so famous for.

SIDARI

KASSIOPI

AG. STEPHANOS

KALAMI
NISSAKI
BARBATI

ARILLAS
AG. GEORGIOS
PALEOKASTRITSA



CORFU TOWN

GLYFADA
IGOUMENITSA

CORFU
Lake
Korission

MESSONGI

AG. GEORGIOS (south)

LEFKIMI
KAVOS

Nissaki, in the north east, has three beaches with pristine seas that are
perfect for snorkelling. All the beaches offer water sports to enjoy and the
LAKKA
waterside tavernas are open all day. The fine sandy beach at Aghios Georgios
PAXOS
on the southwest coast stretches as far as the eye can see. To the north of the
village are the sand dunes and the salt-water lagoon of Lake Korission, which is a must
for wildlife lovers. Aghios Georgios is a relaxed resort suitable for both couples and families.

PARGA

LOGGOS
GAIOS

Paxos is the smallest of the Ionian islands, just 7 miles long and 3 miles wide and lies some 10 miles to the south of
Corfu and 9 miles from the mainland. This olive covered island is ideal for walking - goat paths and donkey tracks
link to small hamlets. In spring and autumn the area is carpeted with wild flowers. There are numerous secluded
coves and bays (some only accessible by boat which can be hired by the day) where snorkelling is especially good
owing to the clarity of the water. The main town on the island is the charming port of Gaios, which has a picturesque
square, its’ own small beach and is the departure point for boats to the wonderful sandy beaches of Anti Paxos.
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Corfu

Aghios Georgios
Villas
Ag. Georgios South
Sleeps 2/5

These five charming houses are set in lush gardens on the outskirts of the laid back
village of Aghios Georgios South with its beautiful blue flag sandy beach. Each house has
its own private outdoor space and there is a lovely shared pool in the gardens. All
individual in style and decoration, the houses accommodate between 2 and 5 persons
and are built over one or two floors. All have access to the pool, communal barbecue
and poolside fridge to keep drinks cool throughout the day.
There is a minimarket within a 2 minute walk and the village of Agios Georgios has a wide
choice of restaurants, tavernas and water sports available.

Villa Nestor
Nissaki
Sleeps 2/4

Overlooking Nissaki Bay, Villa Nestor offers far reaching views out over the Ionian Sea
towards Corfu Town and the Albanian coastline. The villa is fully equipped and the private
pool offers terraces with an outdoor dining area and built in barbecue. Tavernas and a
minimarket are within a few minutes drive with the closet beach a few minutes further.
Car hire is recommended.

www.islands-of-greece.co.uk
01444 225641
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Paxos
IONIAN

These 3 luxury villas, each with their own private pool, and 2 apartments which share a
pool are set in extensive grounds just a 15 minute stroll from Gaios and its tavernas,
restaurants and supermarkets.
Each villa has 2 bedrooms which open out onto either a balcony or terrace with stunning
views over the Ionian sea to the Greek mainland (apartments each have 1 bedroom).
Although each is independent, the Blue Horizon properties are ideal for friends or large
families holidaying together yet wishing to retain their own privacy. Early booking is
essential to secure these outstanding villas.
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Blue Horizon
Villas
Gaios
Sleeps 2/4

Paxos
Villa Galletta
Gaios
Sleeps 2/4

Set amongst the olive groves that line the coast road, Villa Galetta offers spectacular
views over the glistening turquoise Ionian to the Epirus mountains of the Greek
mainland.
The terraces around the gated private pool are paved in local Paxiot stone. Kamini
beach, just below the villa, is a few minutes walk away and Gaios is a pleasant 25 minutes
stroll.

Villa Kallisti
Gaios
Sleeps 2/4

Nestled amongst lush gardens containing olive and fruit trees, Villa Kallisti has its own
private pool and offers superb sea views. There is also a larger shared pool. A virtually
private beach can be accessed via 70 steps which lead down from the shared pool area.
Villa Kallisti is part of a small group of villas within a short stroll of Gaios.

www.islands-of-greece.co.uk
01444 225641
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Kefalonia
IONIAN

Kefalonia is the largest of the Ionian Islands with lush green fir capped
mountains reaching high up into a clear azure sky, picturesque headlands,
spectacular coves, golden bays and fantastic beaches.

FISKARDO

Sami is located on the eastern coast and is the second largest port
in Kefalonia. Set amongst the most dramatic scenery, this vibrant
town is surrounded by pine-clad mountains. Sami has a long
waterfront with plenty of tavernas and a maze of tightly packed
streets with charming houses and gardens full of flowers.
Above the modern town lie the ruins of the ancient city of
Sami where visitors can wander among the ruins and explore
the site of The Monastery of Agrillion. There are some amazing
attractions near to Sami including the Drogarti Caves and the
Melissani Lake.

ASSOS

MYRTOS
AGIA EFIMIA

SAMI
LIXOURI
ARGOSTOLI
LASSI
MAKRIS YALOS



POROS
TRAPEZAKI
LOURDAS

SCALA

Tranquil Trapezaki (meaning small table in Greek) is situated on the
stunning southern coast of Kefalonia. This beautiful stretch of serene coastline
has Mount Aenos in the background and slopes down to the Robola vineyards, olive
groves and tall cypress trees, making ideal nature walks. The beautiful sandy beach is a great choice for families with
turquoise water which is shallow and clear. There are a couple of waterfront tavernas serving up delicious Greek
food which can be enjoyed whilst watching the stunning sunsets.
There is so much to see in Kefalonia that a car is recommended to explore this varied landscape.
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Kefalonia

Trapezaki Villas
Trapezaki
Sleeps 2/8

The beautiful Trapezaki Villas make up a small collection of 2, 3 and 4 bedroom villas, set
across a large hillside with wonderful panoramic sea views over the Ionian Sea. Each villa
is luxuriously equipped and offers a private pool and fully furnished outdoor living area.
Trapezaki’s sandy beach is a 2 minute drive and the closest village, where there are
tavernas, restaurants and an excellent bakery, is an additional 5 minute drive.

www.islands-of-greece.co.uk
01444 225641
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Kefalonia
IONIAN

Kefalonia Beach Villas are perfectly positioned in the most sought after location, all four
are walkable to both the beach as well as tavernas. Sami harbour front is only one
kilometre along the beachside path. The echo of the waves can be heard through the
surrounding trees from each pool terrace.
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Kefalonia Beach
Villas
Sami
Sleeps 2/6

Kefalonia
Balhambra Suites
Fiskardo
Sleeps 2
(Adults only)

This small boutique hotel is just 30 metres from the cosmopolitan waterfront, set in the
centre of Fiskardo. The piazza style surroundings are complete with olive trees and
lavender bushes. The traditional architectural charm of the village is combined with these
sophisticated residences.
The layout, decoration and colonial furniture of each of the eleven suites has been
designed to create a welcoming stay with views over the courtyard or the harbour. The
suites are a 5 minute stroll to the closest beach and all the cafés, bars and restaurants
are right on the doorstep.

Faros Suites
Fiskardo
Sleeps 2/4
(Adults only)

The Faros Suites are right beside the charming Fiskardo harbour and within 100 metres
of a small pebble beach. Offering sophisticated accommodation in beautiful surroundings,
Faros Suites are perfect for a tranquil and relaxing holiday. This renovated Venetian
building has just 7 suites, which are extremely spacious and furnished to an impeccable
standard. Each is uniquely decorated to fit in with the heritage of this wonderful building
with balconies on the upper floors having partial or full sea views.
The hotel has a lovely pool area which provides a relaxing ambience to soak up the sun
with complimentary tea, coffee and water served during the day.

www.islands-of-greece.co.uk
01444 225641
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Santorini
CYCLADES

Santorini is quite simply unique. Towering black cliffs rise sheer from
a cobalt blue sea, topped with an icing of tiny white buildings and
blue domed churches with elegant campaniles. The island is the
result of a massive eruption, one of the greatest the world has
ever seen. Originally circular in shape but in 1450 BC a volcano
exploded leaving in its place a vast crater or caldera thus
creating the crescent shaped island we know today. Meanwhile,
below the profoundly deep water which rushed in to fill the void,
the volcano continued to smoulder, eventually causing Palea
Kameni and, in more recent history, Nea Kameni in 1707 to rise from
the waves. A boat trip around the caldera is an unforgettable experience.

OIA

THERASIA
NEA KAMENI

IMEROVIGLI
FIROSTEFANI
FIRA

Volcano
Island
PALEA KAMENI

PORT ATHINIOS

AIRPORT

PYRGOS
ASPRONISI

MEGALOCHORI

KAMARI

PERISSA
AKROTIRI

Many of the tiny whitewashed houses clinging precipitously to the crater’s rim
were hacked straight from the volcanic rock. Today these “cave dwellings” have been
converted into some of the finest and most luxurious accommodation you will find anywhere.
Most residences are concentrated in the neighbouring villages of Fira, Firostefani and Imerovigli and in Oia, at the
northernmost tip of the island. All share the same awe inspiring view. Dramatic by day, but at sunset as the sun
slowly sinks beneath the horizon the view is nothing short of spectacular. Due to the terrain properties in these
areas are not suitable for children, yet Kamari on the east coast offers a great beach holiday and is ideal for families.
Historians will find the sites of Akrotiri and Ancient Fira fascinating, others will enjoy visiting the old port at the foot
of the cliffs, either by cable car, donkey or on foot, whilst those with more cosmopolitan tastes will enjoy browsing
in the many boutiques and jewellery shops. With its romantic atmosphere, fantastic sunsets and selection of luxury
hotels, this island is the perfect venue for a honeymoon.
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Santorini

Dana Villas
Firostefani
Sleeps 2/5

Dana Villas is in a quiet setting with beautiful views and is a traditional settlement
cascading down the Santorini Caldera and just a few minutes away from the capital, Fira.
The hotel’s excellent location in Firostefani combines the best of both worlds, it enables
guests to walk into the centre of Fira town and at the same time enjoy the peace and
quiet away from the crowds. Dana Villas offers stylish suites on the dramatic Santorini
caldera. Breathtaking views of the volcano and the magnificent Santorini sunsets make it
hard to resist the magic of Dana Villas.
The stunning views ensure guests remain captivated throughout their stay hence many
return to this property time after time.

www.islands-of-greece.co.uk
01444 225641
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Santorini
CYCLADES

The Belvedere Suites are situated in the heart of Firostefani, just a 15 minute walk from
the capital Fira. The hotel is popular with honeymoon couples due to its magnificent,
romantic sweeping views across to the caldera.
The rooms of Belvedere Suites are designed with a touch of luxury and furnished with a
breathtaking range of facilities to make every stay comfortable.
The refreshing pool is a generous size with canopied beds alongside.
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Belvedere Suites
Firostefani
Sleeps 2/4

Santorini

Pegasus Suites
& Spa
Imerovigli
Sleeps 2/7
(Adults only)

The Pegasus Suites & Spa is a luxurious property which offers outstanding caldera views
from the cliffs of the romantic island of Santorini. Located in Imerovigli, this spectacular
spa hotel blends effortlessly into the unique cliffside, preserving the traditional caves and
rocks without sacrificing any of the modern style.
The property offers an amazing pool with caldera view, a gourmet restaurant and full spa
facilities including indoor heated pool, jacuzzi, sauna, authentic hammam and a variety of
spa treatments for the ultimate in pampering.

www.islands-of-greece.co.uk
01444 225641
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Santorini
CYCLADES

Located in cosmopolitan Kamari, the La Mar Deluxe Resort & Spa is a modern stylish 5
star hotel just 50 metres from the black sandy beach. The 44 luxurious rooms and suites
all overlook the pool area and full spa treatments are available.
La Mer Deluxe Resort & Spa is an extraordinary stylish and sophisticated adult only
property with a luxurious chic aesthetic.
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La Mer Deluxe
Resort & Spa
Kamari
Sleeps 2/3

Santorini

Canaves Oia
& Suites
Oia
Sleeps 2/4

On the north western tip of the island is the welcoming Canaves Oia Hotel & Suites. This
picturesque setting affords stunning views. The hotel is split into 2 halves, located just
100 metres from each other between a chapel and both are carved into the cliffs
overlooking the caldera. Each property has its own pool, there is also an open air jacuzzi
in one section.
This hotel is considered to be among the finest hotels on the island and its tasteful décor
and discreet service will ensure that you have a relaxing holiday. There is a gourmet a la
carte restaurant (indoor and outdoor seating), a poolside restaurant and 2 pool bars
which overlook the sea. The hotel offers the advantage of having a lift giving access to all
the different levels of the property.

www.islands-of-greece.co.uk
01444 225641
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Santorini
CYCLADES

The Santo Maris is a newly completed and exciting addition to the hotels in the pretty
village of Oia and offers spectacular views from the clifftops over the caldera.
The hotel has been designed in traditional Cycladic style and features 44 suites and 4
villas in a number of smaller buildings giving the impression of a small village. To complete
the ultimate luxury touch each suite has an outdoor jacuzzi.
The picturesque village of Oia with its charming houses, narrow streets, blue domed
churches and tavernas is just 400 metres from the Santo Maris Suites
A new addition to the Islands of Greece portfolio, the Santo Maris Suites will surely be
a firm favourite with guests. Early booking is recommended to secure availability at this
stunning property.
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Santo Maris Suites
Oia
Sleeps 2/7

Mykonos
CYCLADES

Taking its name from the grandson of Apollo, Mykonos is
everyone’s picture postcard image of Greece with its
celebrated windmills standing proudly above the
main town of Hora. Hora is an incredibly
picturesque labyrinth of narrow stone-flagged
streets lined with dazzlingly white buildings
and blue shutters contrast with vivid
splashes of colour from purple bougainvillea
cascading from every balcony.

AGHIOS STEFANOS
PANORMOS
TOURLOS
MYKONOS TOWN
VISSIS

AIRPORT

ELIA

AG IOANNIS
ORNOS

PLATIS YALOS

AGRARI

SUPER PARADISEBEACH
PARADISEBEACH

Mykonos is a more sophisticated island
than most - stylish, busy and cosmopolitan
but the waterfront is still lined with working
boats and the fishermen still mend their nets
and under the Cycladic light even the blue of the
sea seems more intense.

Mykonos town has an array of restaurants, boutiques, bars
and nightclubs to suit most tastes and pockets. Beyond the town, the island’s indented coastline is a succession of
golden sandy beaches, many of them offering water sports as well as excellent swimming.
Just a half an hour away by boat the sacred island of Delos, mythical birthplace of Apollo and Artemis and one of the
most import archaeological sites in Greece, offers a total contrast.
www.islands-of-greece.co.uk
01444 225641
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Mykonos
CYCLADES

Cavo Tagoo is a unique luxury hotel close to the old town of Mykonos. It magically
blends in with its surroundings as it's built into an impressive natural cliffside. The
Cycladic style is clear in the design of the white buildings. The modern touches such as
pebbles that cover the roofs and the skillfully carved wood, all create a harmonious
atmosphere.
Cavo Tagoo excels at offering complete island indulgence. Relax and gaze across the
breathtaking panoramic views. Best of all, the jet-set vibes and the famous sights and
sounds of Mykonos Town are just a short 600 metre walk away.
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Cavo Tagoo
Mykonos Town
Sleeps 2/5

Mykonos
Hotel Grand Beach
Mykonos Town
Sleeps 2/4

The elegant Hotel Grand Beach is ideally situated above the golden sands and clear blue
waters of Megali Ammos beach. The pretty stone flagged lanes, boutique shops,
restaurants and bars of cosmopolitan Mykonos Town are just 700 metres away.
The Hotel Grand Beach offers luxury combined with spaciousness, with panoramic views
of the Aegean and the famous windmills of Mykonos.

Hotel Lady Anna
Plati Yialos
Sleeps 2/3

The wonderful Hotel Lady Anna is perfectly situated right beside Plati Yialos beach.
Traditional in style with white walls and blue shutters, the roof terraces complete the
picture with whitewashed stone based sofas and wooden pergolas. The stunning pool is
set into a paved terrace area that sits right on the beachfront.
The Lady Anna is an ideal hotel to take advantage of the fabulous beach, yet is just a short
bus or taxi ride away to enjoy the livelier evenings of Mykonos Town.

www.islands-of-greece.co.uk
01444 225641
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Milos
CYCLADES
Milos offers a diversity of natural scenery and
picturesque villages. The beaches on Milos come in a
breathtaking array of shapes, sizes and formations:
there are over 50 to choose from! Adamas, the
island’s port, is a beautiful seaside village of white
houses shimmering on the blue waters of the Aegean.
There are two white sandy beaches and the resort
bustles with life along the waterfront. Here there are
many shops, cafés and tavernas, old churches to visit
as well as mining and ecclesiastical museums. Pollonia
is a charming fishing village built around a pretty inlet
on the northeast side of the island. Whitewashed
little houses line the coast and the village church
stands on a small promontory, overlooking Pollonia and is visible from every part of the village. The waterfront is
scattered with traditional cafés, tavernas and restaurants where fresh fish is in abundance. From the waterfront,
small boats serve the little islands of Kimolos and Glaronissia, an ideal choice for a day trip.

Melian Boutique Hotel & Spa
Pollonia
Sleeps 2/5

FIRAPOTAMOS
MANDRAKIA
SARAKINIKO
PLAKA

Set in a peaceful spot in the picturesque fishing village of Pollonia, the
outstanding Melian Boutique Hotel & Spa offers the ultimate luxury
and relaxation against a serene Cycladic backdrop. Traditionally
designed, this boutique style hotel offers outstanding service and
features a range of beautiful rooms.
The hotel features 15 elegantly appointed sea view rooms, all
individually designed and elegantly decorated, with handmade
furnishings reflecting the traditional character.
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Milos
Zeppos Sea
Apartments & House
Pollonia
Sleeps 2/6

Set in an idyllic waterside location, there are panoramic sea views from the shared open
lounge terrace where you can hear the sound of the waves and feel the sea breeze. This
family run establishment features just four properties, Rose Studio, Blue Suite, Green
Apartment and a separate White House. The uniqueness and high quality accommodation
make this a perfect choice from which to explore the intriguing island of Milos.
The closest beach is just 50 metres from the property, as are the charming tavernas of
Pollonia village where there are also shops and traditional cafenions.

Konstantakis
Residence & Winery
Estate

Kostantakis Residence is a lovely large estate, uniting lush gardens of palms and fragrant
flowers with a working vineyard and Cave Winery, which runs tours and tastings. It is
situated 400 metres from the centre of the village and just 250 metres from the sandy beach.

Pollonia
Sleeps 2/5

All guest rooms are beautifully furnished, with a kitchenette and have a wonderful sea
view veranda. The friendly owners offer a ‘Garden Buffet’ of seasonal fruits as a gift to
all guests. Experience the good life in this unique setting.

www.islands-of-greece.co.uk
01444 225641
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Paros
CYCLADES
Paros is at the heart of the Cyclades and is a
fertile island with vineyards, wheat fields, citrus
and olive groves and golden, sandy beaches. The
island offers both the peace and quiet of
Naoussa and the bustling town of Parikia.
Parikia is the capital and is a lively port with
winding streets and a good selection of tavernas
and bars. Naoussa is a quieter fishing port set in
its’ own bay with a small shingle beach which is
very popular for windsurfing. Nightlife here is
fairly laid back and the fish tavernas are
excellent. Antiparos, off the west coast, is ideal
for those looking for a quieter holiday or a day
trip.

Saint Andrea Resort
Naoussa
Sleeps 2/4
On the way to Kolimbithres, beside the sea and with a
view of Naoussa Bay, lies Saint Andrea Resort.

PA R O S
KOLIMBITHRES

A N T I PA RO S

PARIKIA
AGIA IRINI

ANTIPAROS

The hotel offers luxurious accommodation with
delicate muted tones and refined tasteful furniture. At
its centre, the Saint Andrea has a large, lagoon-style
swimming pool with sun loungers, and a pool bar
serving cocktails. Mediterranean cuisine made from
fresh, local produce is served in Saint Andrea’s restaurant.
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Paros
Lilly’s Residence
Naoussa
Sleeps 2/4
(Adults only)

Lilly’s Residence offers traditional Cycladic style white buildings nestled on the hillside
with balconies and verandas under blue skies and provide a relaxing haven of comfort.
All suites face the glistening Aegean Sea and each has a unique personality with artistic
paintings and remarkable mirrors. After a dip in the swimming pool guests can unwind
with fresh juices and a light lunch, while enjoying the calm ambience.
The chic boutiques and gourmet restaurants of Naoussa town and beach are just a 5
minute walk away.

AKS Chroma
Naoussa
Sleeps 1/5

This charming property is situated in a slightly elevated position 800 metres from
picturesque Naoussa. Featuring built-in beds and wooden beamed ceilings, opening to a
furnished balcony.
From the nearby port of Naoussa, sea taxis shuttle visitors to some of the island’s
secluded beaches. Traditional hilltop villages such as Lefkes are accessible via the local
bus service.

www.islands-of-greece.co.uk
01444 225641
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Naxos
CYCLADES
Naxos is the largest island in the Cyclades and lies east
of Paros and south of Mykonos. This authentic island
has dramatic scenery with beautiful sandy beaches,
varied landscapes and historic Venetian architecture.
Picturesque Naxos Town has a lively waterfront with
many tavernas and interesting shops and is overlooked
by a superb Venetian castle dating back to the 13th
century.
There is a good bus service and the roads around the
island are excellent, taking visitors past olive groves,
rivers and undulating hills, crowned by the mountain,
Zeus (1004m). Travelling east, visit the small hill top
towns of Filoti and Apirathos, surrounded by vineyards
and dotted with fine churches, cobbled streets and
excellent tavernas.

Naxian Collection
Aghios Prokopios
Sleeps 2/8
Located 700 metres from the golden sands of Aghios Prokopios beach and set
on a hill surrounded by cedar trees lie the properties of the Naxian Collection.
All villas and suites are built in Naxos-Cycladic style with beautiful sea views.
The décor is a fusion of clean lines and traditional chic. Most of the materials
are locally sourced, such as the famous Naxian marble, granite, stone and wood
where the white and light blue colours reflect the golden rays of Aegean light.
Naxos Town is just 3 kilometres away, with its charming streets steeped in
history.
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Naxos
Lagos Mare
Aghios Prokopios
Sleeps 2/4

The elegant Lagos Mare hotel is ideally situated 350 metres from the sandy beach of
Aghios Prokopios. Visitors will find everything from cafés, bars and tavernas to minimarkets stretched out along the beach front to Agia Anna.
Lagos Mare features stylish rooms with refined furniture, sophisticated décor and
balconies with a stunning view of the sea or the pool. Enjoy the green surroundings,
comfort and simplicity of this hotel.
The hotel offers a restaurant serving Naxian cuisine, a beauty spa and fitness centre, and
swimming pool.

Galaxy Hotel
Aghios Georgios
Sleeps 2/4

The Galaxy Hotel is perfectly situated just a few steps from the golden sands of Aghios
Georgios beach and only ten minutes walk to the stone flagged lanes of Naxos Town.
It is designed in the attractive Naxian style, with pretty flower filled gardens and a large
tempting swimming pool with a pool bar serving refreshing drinks and snacks.
The hotel restaurant offers a unique gastronomic experience combined with superb
service.

www.islands-of-greece.co.uk
01444 225641
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Ios
CYCLADES
The island of Ios lies between Naxos and Santorini
and is renowned for being the burial place of Homer,
the ‘poet of poets’. Ios is an island for everyone perfect for lazy days spent sunbathing on one of the
many long, sandy beaches and for evenings as relaxed
or lively as you wish. Chora is the main town and is
built in a ‘sugar-cube’ style with blue domed churches.
Mylopotas is the most popular beach on the island
and is just a few minutes by bus or via one of the
donkey tracks from Chora. It offers crystal clear
waters and has a great selection of water sports, bars,
tavernas and cafés.
Ios has a charm and character of its own and there is
something for everyone on this magnificent island.

Levantes Boutique Hotel
Mylopotas
Sleeps 2/4
The Levantes Hotel enjoys a commanding position overlooking the
famous golden sands of Mylopotas with outstanding views over the
sparkling waters to the neighbouring Cycladic islands.
This stunning property has been built in traditional Cycladic style with
walls and surfaces of local Ios stone combining crisp clean whiteness
against the deep blue of the Aegean.
The large swimming pool is surrounded by ample terraces with sunbeds and
umbrellas and is served by the pool bar area which offers cooling drinks
and snacks throughout the day and into the evening.
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Sifnos
CYCLADES
Sifnos, the ‘Island of Apollo’, is a
mountainous island located
between Paros, Serifos and Milos
and is a three hour ferry journey
from Piraeus. The island is full of
olive groves, almond trees,
oleanders and juniper. Old
walking paths link the
picturesque, white-washed villages
making this an ideal island for
exploring on foot.
A surprisingly green island for the
Cyclades, it is popular with locals and tourists alike and yet is much less crowded than some of the other Cycladic islands.
A striking feature of this island is the many churches - there is a church for each day of the year and most only open
on their own special day. Chrysopigi, near Faros, in the south east of the island is the most famous.

Niriedes Suites
HERONISSOS

Platys Yialos

Sleeps 2/4
The delightful Niriedes Suites is a boutique style property, perched
on the hillside overlooking Platys Yialos bay. The soft sandy beach
and crystal clear waters that are lined by fresh fish tavernas are just
100 metres away.
The 10 suites here are all individually decorated and overlook the
deep blue sea. The pool terrace and snack bar have the same
impressive endless views of the sea.
Enjoy the option of having breakfast delivered to you in your suite!

www.islands-of-greece.co.uk
01444 225641
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Syros
CYCLADES
Syros is a gorgeous cultural, working island and
capital of the Cyclades. The fascinating main town
is Ermoupoli where there is a wonderful collection
of colourful buildings including museums, churches
and theatres. The ancient village of Ano Syros is
mainly pedestrianised. The tavernas and restaurants
that line the narrow streets often have live
bouzouki music especially at weekends.
Syros is a beautiful island with unique architecture.
Visitors should expect plenty of walking so sturdy
footwear is recommended. The island is also
attracting divers due to the large number of caves,
shipwrecks, reefs and marine life in the area. Boat
trips to beaches such as Lia and Grammata, both
fringed with palm trees and backed by rocky hills, are
recommended. Visit Syros and discover one of the most endearing
islands in the Aegean, with attractive beaches and good gastronomy.

Apollonion Palace Hotel
Ermoupoli
Sleeps 2/4
Apollonion Palace Hotel is a historic 19th century neoclassical building, fully
restored to its original glory. Built over five levels with its foundations
touching the sea, it overlooks the bay of Agios Nicholas and the port is just
a short walk away.
The magnificent terrace on the east side of the building is ideal for a glass
of ouzo and conversation in the moonlight, and the smaller terrace provides
easy access to the sea for swimming. Both offer a feeling of total relaxation.
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Amorgos
CYCLADES
Amorgos is a remarkably unspoilt island on the
south-eastern edge of the Cyclades, close to Naxos
and Ios. Amorgos comprises of several islets and
also neighbours the Dodecanese.
Chora is the main town on the island, a charming
village with whitewashed houses, the recognisable
Cycladic windmills and a Venetian castle. The
wonderful beaches are made of fine sand and
backed by towering cliffs.
In Amorgos traditional foods include patatato,
which is traditionally cooked lamb with potatoes
and Easter stuffed goat, all locally produced.
The islands impressive and wild geography makes it
an ideal destination for a trekking or walking
holiday.

THOLARIA

Aegialis Hotel & Spa

AEGIALIS

Aegialis
Sleeps 2/6

LAGADA

AG. PAVLOS

Set in its own organic gardens, the Aegialis Hotel offers cooking
demonstrations, hiking and herbal tours. Ideal for couples or
families, the Aegialis Hotel offers a wide variety of rooms and
spacious suites, all overlooking the beautiful blue sea.

KATAPOLA

AMORGOS

ARKESINI

There are several beaches within a mile walk of the hotel, all are
great for swimming and some have tavernas too.

www.islands-of-greece.co.uk
01444 225641
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Andros
CYCLADES
Andros is just 90 minutes from
the Greek mainland by hydrofoil
and is a real gem. Naval
traditions combined with sandy
beaches, rocky coastlines and hills
among the fertile plains make it
one of a kind amongst the
Cycladic islands. We recommend
hiring a car to reach the
footpaths, which lead visitors
through majestic landscapes and
archaeological sites.
Paleopolis lies 16 km west of
Chora (the main town), and used to be the ancient capital town of Andros, having prospered from the classical to
the late roman times.
The fortified capital of the island is a real jewel that combines Venetian and
Cycladic architecture, narrow stone paved alleys, arcades and bright
coloured flowers.
VITALI

Hotel Perrakis
Kypri
Sleeps 2/4
Hotel Perrakis is perfectly placed right next to the sea in the small village of Kypri. The
livelier resort of Batsi is 4 kilometres away, which has a little fishing harbour and maze
of narrow streets. The port of Gavrio is also close.
All rooms are bright and spacious with elegant décor and comfortable furnishings and
look out to sea. The Cyclades restaurant, one of the most popular in Andros, specialises
in Greek and Mediterranean cuisine, fresh fish delicacies and creative local dishes.
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Tinos
CYCLADES
Tinos is an impressive town, known for its sacred Greek
Orthodox pilgrimage site, the Church of Panagia
Evangelistria, found in the main town of Chora. Here,
Neoclassical mansions line the waterfront with a myriad of
cafés, shops and tavernas.
Inland, local artisans have created picturesque marble
villages, Pyrgos being one of the most attractive. Visitors
will also see the distinctive dovecots that characterise the
landscape.
There are some outstanding beaches, the south coast is a
succession of gentle shelving sands, where waves gently lap
the shoreline.
Sample the farmers market in town to taste the islands fine
local produce and then walk some of the old tracks and
trails exploring villages and coastlines.

PANORMOS

Porto Raphael

PYRGOS
ISTERNIA

KOLIMBITHRA
KALLONI

VOLAKES

Agios Ioannis
Sleeps 2/6

FALATADOS
XINARA
PORTO
TINOS

Porto Raphael Residences & Suites is a traditionally built hotel, consisting
of 30 residences and suites and only 30 metres from the glimmering sea.
Agios Ioannis is 500 metres away and here there are plenty of restaurants
and mini markets for everyday shopping.

www.islands-of-greece.co.uk
01444 225641
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Folegandros
CYCLADES
Folegandros is known locally as the 'Island of
Peace'. It is a small, mountainous and rocky island
which has remained relatively untouched by
tourism. Accessible only by boat from Piraeus or
Santorini, visitors to this island avoid the crowds
that flock to this small island’s more renowned
neighbours.
There are three main villages on the island:
Karavostasis, a small seaside village and the main
port; Chora, the main town and a traditional
medieval settlement and Ano Meria, a rural village
spread across cultivated fields.
The island has a number of quiet beaches although
many require some hiking to get to or the hiring
of a boat. Alternatively, water taxis run to some
beaches.

Anemomilos Apartments
Chora
Sleeps 2/5
Perched on the cliff top with an endless view over the Aegean the
Anemomilos is conveniently located in a lovely spot, within a
short walk of Folegandros Town.
Studios have full or partial sea views, fully equipped kitchenettes
and air conditioning and all have little unique touches.
Breakfast is served under the pergola by the pool, which has the
most amazing uninterrupted views. The bar area serves drinks
and snacks throughout the day including cocktails for what is
regarded as the best views of the sunset on the island.
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koufonisia
CYCLADES
Koufonisia meaning “Hollow Islands” is located
between Naxos and Amorgos and is one of the few
inhabited islands of the small Cyclades. It is separated
into two islets – Pano (Upper) Koufonisia is the larger
which has a small selection of traditional hotels and
self catering accommodation and Kato (Lower)
Koufonisia which is virtually uninhabited and just 4
miles away (approximately 10 minutes by motor boat).
There are some spectacular beaches in the Small
Cyclades and Koufonisia is no exception. Parianos in
the northwest is a small, picturesque fishing bay with a
wide sandy beach and it is sheltered from the wind.
The clear shallow waters make it ideal for families too. In the east are some more beautiful beaches and remote
hidden coves where sometimes visitors are the only ones on the beach. The best access is by ferry from Naxos or
Santorini where the closest airports are located.

Myrto Hotel
Chora
Sleeps 2/3

PANO KOUFONISIA
VARDIA

Providing an excellent location to explore the captivating island of
Koufonisia, Myrto Hotel is built directly facing the sea in a central position,
only 100 metres from the beach and 5 minutes walk to the village centre.
The hotel has just 14 rooms and suites offering either a patio or balcony with
lovely views out to sea and over to Keros Island. Rooms are in a classic style,
decorated in light fresh colours. Superior rooms and suites are located on
the upper floors. There is a lounge and sun terrace where guests can enjoy
a cool drink or snacks from the bar.

PARIANOS

AG. GEORGIOS
CHORA

KATO KOUFONISIA

The port is just a few minutes’ walk where there are some great tavernas and
boats that offer a water taxi service to explore even more sandy beaches.

www.islands-of-greece.co.uk
01444 225641
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Ikaria
NORTHERN AEGEAN
Ikaria is the island of wild beauty and
named after Icarus, who flew too
close to the sun and plunged into
the sea. The highest peaks on the
island soar to over 1000 metres high
with winding roads.
One of the most attractive villages
on the island is Armenistis where
fishing caiques moor and the
waterfront is lined with small shops,
bars, coffee shops and tavernas. The
remains of the Temple of Artemis
can be found close to the sandy cove of Nas village, three
kilometres west of Armenistis. Visitors should be aware
that there are some very strong off-shore currents around
Ikaria and it may not always be safe to swim.
Ikaria remains today a beautiful and unusual island
combining mountains, forests, excellent wineries and
stunning beaches topped with innumerable legends. It is a
traditional Aegean island with an overwhelming feeling of
“getting away from it all.”

Hotel Erofili
Armenistis
Sleeps 2
Situated in Armenistis, a coastal fishing village, you will find local shops, cafés,
supermarkets and tavernas.
The Erofili Beach hotel is set between the two lovely sandy beaches of
Livadi and Messakti, both considered among the best beaches in the Aegean.
Below the hotel, sun terraces surround the outdoor swimming pool. There
is also a small indoor saltwater therapy pool and jacuzzi. Some spa
treatments are available.
When the sun has set, the balcony area overlooking the sea is the perfect
location to enjoy drinks or a light snack.
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FANARI
ARMENISTIS

KARAVOSTAMO
AG. KIRIKOS

RACHES

CHRISSOSTOMOS

VRAKADES
MAGANITIS

KARKINAGRI

PETROPOULI

Island Hopping

Island hopping in Greece is a great way of visiting a number of the islands and experiencing the uniqueness of each.
Our expertise and knowledge of Greece including flights, accommodation and ferry transfers means that we can
tailor a holiday to suit your specific requirements. Our island hopping packages include international flights from
the UK to Greece, all transfers by road or boat and accommodation as specified, as well as the services of our
local agents and 24 hour assistance. We can offer flexible durations, a huge variety of accommodation and a
myriad choice of islands.

www.islands-of-greece.co.uk
01444 225641
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Escorted Tours
Escorted tours range from just a couple
of days to see some of the most
important historical sites, such as ancient
Olympia, Delphi, Meteora and Nafplion, to
a full odyssey of the country and the best
it has to offer. A tour can be the perfect
start or end to a wonderful holiday
among one of more of the Greek islands.
Let us create a unique vision of island
hopping in Greece.

Athens with a 5 day Classical Greece Tour & Nafplion
Visit the most important sites in classical Greece - Corinth, Epidavros, Mycaenae,
Nafplion, Ancient Olympia and Delphi.
Day 1: Fly to Athens with onward transfer to Divani Palace Acropolis Hotel (or similar).
Day 2: Leave by coastal road to the Corinth Canal (short stop). Drive to Epidavros and
visit the Ancient theatre, world famous for its outstanding acoustics. Proceed to Nafplion.
Free afternoon, enjoy a nice walk in the old town or visit the new Nafplion gallery with
paintings dedicated to Greek revolution 1821. Dinner & Overnight in Nafplion.
Day 3: Breakfast at Hotel. Departure around 12:30 and travel through the plain of Argos and
visit Mycenae. See the archaeological site and the Tomb of Agamemnon. In the afternoon
(optional stop for souvenirs) depart for Olympia, the birth place of the Olympic Games,
through the cities of Tripolis and Megalopolis (short stop). Dinner & Overnight in Olympia.
Day 4: After the breakfast visit the archaeological site with the Temple of Zeus, the Temple
of Hera, the altar of the Olympic flame, the Stadium and the archaeological Museum. Depart
via Patras (short stop) to Rion, cross the Corinthian bay by the new bridge to Antirion. Pass
by the city of Nafpaktos and from there on, along the coastal road to Delphi, known in
ancient times as the navel of the world. In the afternoon visit the picturesque mountain
village of Arachova. Dinner & Overnight in Arachova.
Day 5: Breakfast at Hotel. Visit the archaeological site and the Museum of Delphi. Depart
for Kalambaka via Central Greece (short stop by Lamia). Dinner & Overnight in Kalambaka
(a small town built at the foot of the majestic grey rocks and crowned by the Meteora
Monasteries).
Day 6: Breakfast at Hotel. Leave in the morning for nearby Meteora to visit the Byzantine
Monasteries. Return to Athens passing the heroic monument of Leonidas at Thermopylae.
Return for a further night at Divani Palace Acropolis Hotel (or similar).
Day 7: Leisure time in Athens before transferring to the airport for the return flight.
Operates every Sunday
Regional flights are available.
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AFRICA - VISIONS OF AFRICA
01444 225640 visionsofafrica.co.uk

Welcome to the Greek Islands

Africa

visions of

Visions of Africa is a specialist tour operator offering high quality, tailor-made holidays to
Southern and Eastern Africa. Our enthusiastic team of experts offer an exceptional
personal service. Imagine uncompromising elegance on The Blue Train, gorilla trekking in
Uganda, sun rise over the sand dunes in Namibia, wildebeest migration in Kenya or Tanzania
or flying over the Okavango Delta. Visions of Africa is dedicated to delivering the perfect
African experience to you.

South Africa Tanzania Zambia Botswana Namibia
Kenya
Mozambique Malawi Zanzibar

The Greek Islands are so varied in character and uniqueness that within the sparkling blue
waters of the Aegean everyone is sure to find the perfect holiday.
Islands of Greece has been arranging holidays to Greece for over 30 years and was the first
Greek travel company to fly to the island of Skiathos. Over the intervening years we have
built up a wealth of knowledge and experience and have added many more islands to our
portfolio. These include the islands of:

ILIOS PRIVATE COLLECTION - TURKEY
01444 225633 iliostravel.com
We are delighted to announce the launch of our Private Collection of amazing villas and
boutique hotels in the beautiful areas of Kalkan, Islamlar and Bozburun. Our houses are in the
very best locations – some directly on the Kalkan waterfront others tucked away in mountain
villages – all of them have a uniqueness and breathtaking views.

ILIOS TRAVEL

Skiathos, Skopelos, Alonissos, Corfu, Paxos, Kefalonia, Crete, Santorini, Mykonos and Samos
as well as the smaller or lesser known islands of Ithaca, Meganissi, Lefkas, Ios, Folegandros,
Paros, Milos, Naxos, Amorgos, Hydra, Poros, Spetses, Sifnos, Serifos, Symi, Evia, Fourni, Kea,
Schinoussa, Syros, Andros, Tinos, Sikinos, Astypalaia, Patmos, Ikaria, Kithira and Koufonisia.

Private Collection
TURKEY

We are happy to organise your island-hopping adventure that can be combined with a stay
on one of the larger islands or on mainland Greece or with a tour of some of the famous
historical sites.

TURKEY - ILIOS TRAVEL
01444 225633 iliostravel.com

Tell us what you are looking for and we can recommend destinations, resorts and
accommodation to suit. We pride ourselves on our ability to ensure that your choice is the
correct one, thereby providing a holiday experience to match your expectations.
Thank you for choosing Islands of Greece for your holiday.
Bodrum Peninsula
I L I O S

Turkey

Datça

Akyaka

T R A V E L

In addition to the properties featured in our Ilios ‘Private Collection’ brochure we also offer
holidays to the Bodrum and Datça peninsulas. All the villas in our ‘Turkish Collection’ are
private, detached houses with swimming pools - often lavish and always stylish. As well as
those suited to couples and families we have a number which are ideal for groups of up to
18 people. Luxury and boutique hotels in coastal locations complete our ‘Turkish
Collection’.

ITALY - ILIOS TRAVEL
01444 225633 iliostravel.com

Italy

Ilios Travel has been providing holiday villas to discerning travellers for over 30 years. Our
‘Italian Collection’ includes beautiful, privately owned country houses and charming cottages,
all with swimming pools, in Tuscany, Umbria, Lazio, Le Marche, Abruzzo, Sardinia
and Sicily.

Tuscany Umbria Lazio Le Marche Abruzzo

I L I O S

RESERVATIONS 01444 225641
www.islands-of-greece.co.uk

T R A V E L

www.islands-of-greece.co.uk
01444 225641
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Visions Holiday Group
Bolney Place Cowfold Road Bolney West Sussex RH17 5QT
01444 225641 www.islands-of-greece.co.uk
enquiries@islands-of-greece.co.uk

SKIATHOS SKOPELOS ALONISSOS CRETE CORFU PAXOS KEFALONIA
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